Music perception in cochlear implant users and its relationship with psychophysical capabilities
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Abstract—This article describes issues concerning music perception with cochlear implants, discusses why music perception is usually poor in cochlear implant users, reviews relevant data, and describes approaches for improving music perception with cochlear implants. Pitch discrimination ability ranges from the ability to hear a one-semitone difference to a two-octave difference. The ability to hear rhythm and tone duration is near normal in implantees. Timbre perception is usually poor, but about two-thirds of listeners can identify instruments in a closed set better than chance. Cochlear implant recipients typically have poor melody perception but are aided with rhythm and lyrics. Without rhythm or lyrics, only about one-third of implantees can identify common melodies in a closed set better than chance. Correlations have been found between music perception ability and speech understanding in noisy environments. Thus, improving music perception might also provide broader clinical benefit. A number of approaches have been proposed to improve music perception with implant users, including encoding fundamental frequency with modulation, “current-steering,” MP3-like processing, and nerve “conditioning.” If successful, these approaches could improve the quality of life for implantees by improving communication and musical and environmental awareness.
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INTRODUCTION

The cochlear implant, introduced commercially in the mid-1980s, has become hugely successful. Over 100,000 people who had profound or severe hearing impairments can now hear thanks to this technological marvel. Speech understanding in most individual users is good to excellent. The clinical impact of the device has been nothing less than extraordinary. The device, however, has some shortcomings. Understandably, the cochlear implant was designed to enable good speech perception when speech is presented in quiet. While successful in delivering speech in quiet, its performance in delivering music and speech in background noise has been less than ideal. Implant users rank music as the second most important acoustic stimulus in their lives next to understanding speech [1], and most implant users find that music does not sound good on their device. “I got speech back but not music,” is a common comment from cochlear implant patients. This article describes some reasons why cochlear implant users do not hear music...
well, some results of experiments that evaluate music perception ability in cochlear implant users, the relationship between these abilities and other psychophysical measures of hearing, and ways in which sound processing might be improved to address shortcomings of the cochlear implant with respect to music perception.

To understand why the implant does not encode music well, one must understand a little about how a normal-hearing auditory system encodes music. One of the fundamental elements of music is pitch. Pitch has long been debated in hearing science, back to the 19th century. The debate concerns whether acoustic frequency is encoded spatially, according to place of excitation, or temporally, according to timing of repetition cycles. A complex tone is a set of simultaneously occurring acoustic sine waves usually having a harmonic relationship. The frequency of complex tones is perceived as pitch by the human ear. Helmholtz argued for a place theory of pitch [2]. He hypothesized that the ear acts as a spectrum analyzer and tones of different frequencies are encoded at different places in the ear. This theory was later substantiated by von Bekesy's work in the mid-20th century, which showed that the basilar membrane in the cochlea acted roughly like a spectrum analyzer with high frequencies responding best at the basal end and low frequencies responding best at the apical end. Seebeck put forward a temporal theory of pitch [3–4]. He demonstrated empirically that the repetition rate of clicks established a pitch (see Green [5] and Wightman and Green [6] for discussions). At the time, Helmholtz was the dominant scientist and his theory was taken as correct, but given about one hundred years, the scientific community came to understand that both theories had merit [7].

The periodicity element of pitch is particularly necessary when listening to complex tones. Unlike a pure tone, exciting primarily a narrow space on the basilar membrane, a complex tone, like those created by the human voice or musical instruments, comprises numerous harmonics varying in frequency over a wide range. Musical melodies, with even a single instrument, are composed of a series of complex tones. The difference in the spectrum of different complex tones, especially with limited place-pitch resolution, can be quite small. The basis of good perception of complex-tone pitch lies in the repetition rate, which depends on fine-structure temporal encoding. The complex tone has a periodicity rate corresponding to the fundamental frequency. The hair cells act as a half-wave rectifier and respond every cycle of the wave. This excites the nerve fibers in synchrony with the repetition rate of the acoustic wave, the accuracy of which is good at low frequencies and remains good up to about 2,000 Hz in the normal-hearing system. The degree of synchrony to periodicity declines until it is nearly nonexistent at about 5,000 Hz, above which repetition rate is not encoded [8].

If Helmholtz’s theory were wholly correct, cochlear implant users would probably hear music fairly well, but they do not. Sound processing in cochlear implants relies heavily on the Helmholtzian theory in that it works as a place encoder [9–10]. The processors take the acoustic input via a microphone, divide the input in real time into a finite set of frequency channels, extract the temporal envelope of the acoustic wave in each channel, and deliver that temporal envelope into the cochlea with a fixed-rate sequence of biphasic electrical pulses. The fine timing also known as the “fine-structure” of the sound waves is largely lost in the process. Typically, cochlear implant users can only hear repetition rates up to about 300 Hz [11]. Thus, much of the fine-structure that could be used to encode pitch is absent. Implant users must rely heavily on perceiving temporal envelopes (not temporal fine-structure) at specific places. While attempts have been made to encode the periodicity with the electric pulse rate, the fixed-rate method has become dominant in practice, because it has been, to date, clinically the most effective method. Unfortunately, without the ability to extract the periodicity of the waveforms, the pitch contour of a complex-tone melody is extraordinarily muddled [12].

This difficulty is further exacerbated by the spectral resolving power of the implant users’ auditory systems. Numerous physiological deficiencies exist in an implant user’s auditory system, which can be quite variable and can limit spectral resolving power. In deafness, the auditory nerves deteriorate. Dendrites die back and cell bodies shrink [13–16]. Additional limitations arise from the nature and placement of the implant. The safest and easiest manner for inserting the cochlear implant is through a cochleostomy adjacent to the round window and into the scala tympani. This placement provides good spectral spread because it is near the end point of the auditory nerve where the place map is spatially most spread; however, the electric fields are fairly broad and cannot be focused on a specific place the way an inner hair cell can excite a specific auditory neuron. Electrical stimulation excites a population of nerve fibers. Possibly compounding the problem, the standard electrode configuration
today is monopolar, in which electrical current runs from an electrode in the cochlea to positions outside the cochlea. This method has been the most effective clinically, but unfortunately yields less-than-desirable precision in the place of excitation. Thus, implant users are not only limited by the inability to extract periodicity pitch, but they also perceive pitch based on a degraded spatial representation. This effect has been demonstrated behaviorally. For example, even though implanters get as many as 22 channels of stimulation, they have only been shown to have 3 to 9 “functional” channels [17–19]. For high levels of melody recognition, at least 64 channels are needed [12].

Varying dynamics can add dramatic effects to musical composition; however, dynamic changes in level can confound good pitch perception in cochlear implant users. Dynamic changes are encoded as changes in current level. Such changes in level increase the spread of current, potentially stimulating off-frequency spiral ganglion cells and eliciting an altered pitch [20]. Pitch usually increases in level but not always. From a practical standpoint, A-440 (a sound with fundamental frequency \([F_0]\) of 440 Hz) at a quiet level might sound lower in pitch than A-440 at a high level. Timbre is another important aspect of music that is defined as a perceptual quality of a sound that differentiates it from other sounds having the same pitch and loudness. In composition, different timbres are used to create variety in the musical sound, introducing another dimension for musical expression. Even within a single instrument, an artist can generate subtle and artistically pleasing effects by varying the timbre. Timbre is defined physically by the temporal envelope (particularly the onset) and the spectral shape of the acoustic sound [21]. In cochlear implants, the temporal envelopes are encoded fairly well, providing an element of timbre perception to the implantee. The spectral shape is somewhat smeared by the various physiological and engineering limitations, as discussed earlier in terms of the spectral resolving power. These elements limit the ability of implant users to discriminate different musical instrument timbres, but implant users will still have some ability to discriminate timbre given some spectral resolving power and temporal envelope cues.

The dynamic range in electric hearing is highly limited [22]. In normal hearing, the dynamic range is as much as 120 dB. In electric hearing, it can be as little as 10 or 20 dB, owing primarily to the high degree of neural synchrony created by electrical stimulation [23–24] and the lack of spontaneous activity in the deaf cochlea [16,25–26]. The limited dynamic range in electric hearing has multiple potential negative effects. First, and most directly, it limits the dynamics of music. The implantee will not hear the same dramatic ranges of level that the normal-hearing listener can hear. Second, and more subtly, however, compression of the dynamic range reduces across-spectrum level differences that define the spectral shape. Such differences contribute to the perception of speech—vowels in particular—and to the perception of timbre [21]. Third, the depth of temporal modulations will be compressed. Temporal modulations contribute to the perception of all types of sound. Thus, increasing the dynamic range in electric hearing could improve hearing by providing better resolution of the dynamically varying range of levels in both the spectral and temporal domains.

The final aspect of music perception is rhythm. Coding of the temporal envelope in the implant, which would encode rhythm, is quite good. Shannon, for example, has found that the discrimination of timing events in cochlear implant recipients is nearly normal [22]. Part of the reason for this nearly normal discrimination is the high degree of synchrony between the electrical impulse and the nerve firing described earlier. Acoustic onsets are well defined through the temporal envelope in cochlear implants. A sequence of onsets defines common rhythmic patterns in music. The primary limitation of the implant is the inability to encode the periodicity or fine-structure, which happens in a considerably shorter time than typical musical rhythmic patterns.

**ELEMENTS OF MUSIC PERCEPTION IN COCHLEAR IMPLANT USERS**

**Pitch**

The study of pitch perception in cochlear implantees is particularly interesting, because the cochlear implant provides the unique opportunity to independently manipulate temporal and place contributors to pitch perception. Both types of studies have been conducted with implant users. Variation of the electric pulse rate in cochlear implants can elicit a pitch percept, as can changing the place of stimulation by stimulating different electrodes. Both of these approaches are used to investigate the basic function of the pitch perception in implantees by directly manipulating pulse rates and current to individual
electrodes. Other practical studies evaluate the functional ability of implantees to discriminate the frequencies of complex tones.

Cochlear implant users can, based solely on temporal changes, discriminate pitches, hear musical intervals, and even discriminate melodies [27–28]. These results clearly support a temporal mechanism underlying pitch discrimination, but in implant users, the temporal pitch mechanism is only functional at low rates up to about 300 pps [11], with a few exceptions up to about 1,000 pps [29]. Discrimination thresholds based on pulse rate average about 7.3 percent, or just over 1 semitone [30]. Higher frequency and constant pulse rates encode speech better, so modern processors often use constant pulse rates far greater than 600 pps. Thus, implant processing has not been able to practically employ this temporal-pitch sensitivity using pulse rates. Implant users are, however, sensitive to modulation frequency [31–32] that is well encoded by today’s high-rate pulsatile stimulation. Modulation frequencies up to 300 Hz also elicit a pitch percept, especially with large modulation depths, e.g., 100 percent.

Townshend et al. found a broad range of place-pitch sensitivity in three subjects with the use of monopolar stimulation [33]. In this type of stimulation, commonly used today, the electrical current runs from an electrode within the cochlea to electrodes outside the cochlea. While one subject was sensitive to a change from one electrode to the next, another could barely detect a pitch difference between any electrodes. Tong and Clark also found a broad range of sensitivity for bipolar configurations where current runs from one electrode to the next within the cochlea [29]. Their listeners had good sensitivity ($d' = 1$) for separations ranging from one to five electrodes. Nelson et al. completed a thorough study of electrode discrimination ability using more cochlear implant listeners ($n = 14$) and monopolar stimulation [34]. They found results similar to Tong and Clark’s. Some people had extremely good place-pitch discrimination ability with just one electrode (0.75 mm) separation required for good discrimination, and others required three or four electrodes of separation of electrical excitation to achieve good performance ($d' = 1$).

Of practical interest is how well cochlear implant listeners can discriminate complex tones such as those produced by a voice or a musical instrument. As noted earlier, this task is particularly challenging for implant users for two primary reasons. First, the place of excitation is obscured because the multiple sinusoidal components of complex sounds excite a broad range of electrodes, and second, the temporal periodicity is obscured because the modern processors use constant-rate pulse trains. However, low-rate periodicities can be encoded as amplitude modulation frequencies, which can contribute to F0 discrimination.

In testing the ability of 49 implant users to discriminate the F0 of a complex sound, Gfeller et al. found that the ability to discriminate a change in pitch direction was widely variable [35]. Some listeners could discriminate one semitone reliably, whereas others required an F0 difference as much as two octaves to detect the difference. Mean performance was $7.56 \pm 5.18$ standard deviation of semitones. Using continuous interleaving sampling (CIS) processing [36], Guerts and Wouters observed somewhat better performance in four listeners, with most users discriminating F0 within several tones, with the exception of one person who could not discriminate an octave [37]. Nimmons et al. investigated F0 discrimination ability using the University of Washington Clinical Assessment of Music Perception (CAMP) [38]. They found that complex-tone pitch direction discrimination ranged from less than 1 semitone in a few implant users to as much as 12 semitones in others. Nearly all their listeners had F0 discrimination ability between one and six semitones.

Rhythm

Another critical element of music is rhythm. Recognizing melodies based solely on rhythm with no pitch information is possible. The neural system of cochlear implant users actually locks more tightly to timing information than the normal-hearing system [24]. Additionally, cochlear implant users have behaviorally been shown to hear temporal changes such as gaps and amplitude modulation as well as normal-hearing listeners [22,39]. In cochlear implant users, rhythmic differences are encoded as temporal gaps, amplitude modulations, or both. Rhythm discrimination is generally good but not quite as good in cochlear implant listeners as in normal-hearing listeners [40–43].

Gfeller et al. used the Adapted Primary Measures of Musical Audiation (PMMA) test to evaluate rhythmic pattern discrimination and a six-pulse task in 17 listeners [40]. In the PMMA test, listeners discriminated two patterns that differed in their rhythmic pattern by note duration. In the 6-pulse task, listeners had to identify a change in the temporal location or short interval among four long intervals. The overall durations of the stimuli were
not nearly as good as normal-hearing listeners.

In the PMMA rhythmic pattern test, both normal-hearing and implant listeners scored about 84 percent correct. In the 6-pulse task, implant users could hear the changes for an average pattern duration of about 1,070 ms, whereas normal-hearing listeners could hear the changes at a significantly shorter duration of 607 ms.

Kong et al. investigated tempo discrimination ability and complex rhythm discrimination ability using four listeners [42]. They found that tempo discrimination was near normal in implant users. Both implantees and normal-hearing listeners could hear tempo change of four to six beats per minute. Complex rhythm discrimination, however, was not as good as for normal-hearing listeners. In a study of three cochlear implant listeners, one listener was nearly as good as normal, scoring near 95 percent correct. Another two listeners were typically performing about 20 percent less than normal. Thus, rhythm discrimination ability was good but, on average, not as good as normal-hearing listeners.

**Timbre**

Timbre is an essential element of the aesthetic value of music. Different instruments add musical “color” to performances and greatly enhance variety in musical sounds. The composer Ravel, for example, made impressive use of different timbres by using different instruments repeating the same melody many times in his composition *Bolero*. Timbre is encoded via the temporal envelope (onset characteristics in particular) and by the spectral shape of sound [21]. While the temporal envelopes are fairly well preserved in cochlear implant processing, the spectral information is reduced relative to normal-hearing listeners. Consequently, timbre recognition in cochlear implant users is better than chance but not nearly as good as for normal-hearing listeners.

Gfeller et al. studied timbre perception in 51 implant users with live recordings of eight different musical instruments [44]. They reported a mean performance of 47 percent correct, whereas normal-hearing listeners correctly identified timbre 91 percent of the time on the same test. McDermott reported that implantees scored 44 percent versus 97 percent for normal-hearing listeners [43]. McDermott also presented a confusion matrix that suggested that percussive instruments, i.e., those with distinctive temporal envelopes, were identified more readily than wind or string instruments. Confusions did not seem to occur within instrument families, i.e., among woodwinds, brass, or strings, but rather across instrument families. Flute, for example, was often confused with trumpet, and the organ was often confused with violin. Using the CAMP, Nimmons et al. reported similar results with eight live-recorded musical instruments [38]. The mean timbre recognition for eight listeners was 49 percent correct, with a range of 21 to 54 percent correct. Their confusion analysis also indicated that the more percussive guitar and piano were easier to identify than wind or string instruments. Nimmons et al. and Gfeller et al. also observed confusions that were not consistent with musical instrument families, perhaps reflecting some other common characteristic or acoustic quality that was confused. For example, select instruments from different families might have similar temporal envelopes.

**Melody**

Melody perception in cochlear implant users is generally extremely poor, although in “real-world” melodies, lyrics and rhythms can help users identify melodies. Gfeller et al. found that implant users were not nearly as good as normal-hearing listeners at identifying real-world melodies [45]. The real-world melodies were categorized by musical genre. A group of 79 listeners was tested on identifying 15 songs in each genre. Performance with country and pop music averaged about 20 and 17 percent, respectively, while performance for the lyric-less classical music averaged about 10 percent correct. Kong et al. presented 12 familiar songs with and without rhythm to 6 cochlear implant listeners [42]. All notes had the same duration when no rhythm was presented, forcing the users to base a decision solely on the pitch contour. With rhythm, performance averaged from 50 to 60 percent; without rhythm, all but one subject was at chance levels, with performance averaging 10 to 15 percent. In a similar study, Gfeller et al. presented implant users with 12 familiar melodies [35]. Some melodies were highly rhythmic and others had limited rhythmic cues. Eighteen implant users averaged about 20 percent correct with the rhythmic melodies and 10 percent with the arrhythmic melodies. This contrasts with normal-hearing performance on the same test of 90 percent for rhythmic melodies and 77 percent for the melodies with limited rhythmic cues.

Nimmons et al. employed a rhythmless melody test as part of the CAMP that used isochronous melodies in which long tones were repeated in a continuous eighth-note
pattern [38]. They reported a mean score of 23 percent correct for 8 listeners with 12 common melodies. This included an outlier at 81 percent correct. Galvin et al. conducted a study of melodic contour discrimination in which they used simple pitch contours rather than a familiar melody [46]. Using nine different contours, average performance increased from 32 to 64 percent as the interval between notes increased from one semitone to five semitones. With the broad, five-semitone separation, performance ranged from 14 percent correct (chance levels) to 98 percent correct. They also conducted a familiar melody recognition test and got a mean performance of 60 percent with rhythmic but only 28 percent without rhythmic cues. Galvin et al. further observed that with sustained training up to about 50 days, melodic contour identification improved about 20 percent for the originally good performers and 30 to 50 percent for those who had poor performance initially. Taken as a whole, the results suggest that melody recognition in implantees is generally poor and highly dependent on rhythmic cues; however, melodic contour identification can be improved with training.

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER PSYCHOPHYSICAL TASKS

In recent studies at the University of Washington and University of Iowa, correlations have been observed between speech perception, music perception, and spectral and temporal discrimination abilities in cochlear implantees. The spectral ripple test, developed at the University of Iowa, is a good clinical test to evaluate the ability of implant users to resolve the acoustic spectrum [47–48]. This test evaluates listeners’ abilities to resolve the acoustic spectrum by asking listeners to differentiate different “ripples” in the shape of the acoustic spectrum. In recent testing of 30 implantees using the CAMP test and the spectral ripple test, researchers found that spectral ripple discrimination ability correlates significantly with melody recognition ($r = 0.52$, $p = 0.003$), timbre recognition ($r = 0.64$, $p < 0.001$), and pitch direction discrimination ability ($r = -0.46$, $p = 0.01$) [38,49].

The Schroeder-phase test has been used to evaluate the ability of birds and humans to hear changes in the temporal fine-structure of acoustic waves [50]. This test was also used to evaluate temporal sensitivity in implantees [51–52]. Implant sound processors, such as the Cochlear Corporation (Lane Cove NSW, Australia) Advanced Combination Encoder (ACE) or the Advanced Bionics Corporation (Valencia, California) HiRes®, transform the Schroeder temporal fine-structure changes into a rapid series of temporal envelope packets that sweep either from apex to base or from base to apex in the cochlea for positive and negative Schroeder phase, respectively. Implant users were asked to discriminate the difference between positive and negative Schroeder phase for 50, 100, 200, and 400 Hz complexes. Each one of these frequencies yields successively faster sweeps. For 25 implantees, average Schroeder-phase discrimination ability correlated with pitch direction discrimination ($r = -0.4$, $p = 0.047$).

Won et al. assessed the ability of 28 implantees to evaluate speech in noise using adaptive tracking with spondees in speech-shaped random noise [49]. The approach yielded a speech reception threshold (SRT) that was the signal-to-noise ratio at which implantees could accurately detect 50 percent of the words [53]. Significant correlations were found between SRTs and melody ($r = -0.52$, $p = 0.005$), timbre ($r = -0.58$, $p = 0.001$) and pitch direction discrimination ($r = 0.57$, $p = 0.0017$). Gfeller et al. found similar correlations between melody identification ability and word recognition in quiet with 33 subjects ($r = 0.65$, $p < 0.001$) [35]. These data strongly suggest that improving music perception in implant recipients will also yield benefit in other practical tasks such as speech recognition in quiet and in noise. Thus, improving music perception ability in implant recipients will likely provide clinical benefit in multiple domains and could dramatically enhance the quality of life for implant users.

IMPROVING MUSIC PERCEPTION WITH COCHLEAR IMPLANTS

A number of laboratories have implemented several approaches that are intended to improve music perception with cochlear implants. These include “current steering,” MP3-like processing, 100-percent amplitude modulation across channels at the F0, the combination of acoustic and electric stimulation, and nerve conditioning.

Current steering uses simultaneous activation of neighboring electrodes that are weighted appropriately to match a spectral shape. This method has been shown to increase the number of pitch percepts in cochlear implant
users [54–55]. Current steering is believed to improve spectral resolution, and in theory, the number of pitch percepts available with current steering is sufficiently high to enable much better music perception ability. Potentially, more than 64 possible pitch percepts exist with current steering. This method is available presently using the Advanced Bionics with processing called “HiRes Fidelity 120™.” This processing could aid music perception, although any objective clinical benefits, outside of increasing the number of potential pitch percepts, have yet to be documented.

Another approach, “MP3000,” is being tested in a clinical trial by Cochlear Corporation. This method uses psychophysical masking to limit information transfer of acoustical information that is masked. MP3000 is a modification of the ACE strategy commonly used with Cochlear Corporation implants. ACE is an “n of m” MP3000-type strategy that picks the maximum n spectral peaks of m channels for delivery to the implantee. The new method, formerly known as Psychoacoustic Advanced Combination Encoder (PACE), picks the largest amplitude component for transmission but determines the masking pattern of this component and then selects the next largest acoustic component of the stimulus, taking into account the masking and nonlinear summation of excitation that would be produced in a normal-hearing auditory system. In this way, only the most perceptually salient components of the stimulus will be delivered to the implant users rather than the largest components. Such an approach could improve spectral resolution and thereby enhance music perception. Tested acutely, using a sentence-in-noise test, Nogueira et al. demonstrated with eight listeners that a four-channel PACE algorithm (4 = n in “n of m”) exceeded the performance of ACE by 17 percent [56]. No significant difference was found with eight channels, although only five listeners were tested in this condition and a trend appeared in which PACE yielded slightly better performance. Combined with psychophysical results demonstrating relationships between speech perception and music perception [49], this result suggests that MP3000 might yield better music perception.

Laneau et al. employed an approach called “F0mod” in which the F0 was extracted from acoustic waves and used to modulate all channels with 100 percent amplitude modulations [57]. This approach provided a clear temporal cue for the perception of frequency. Laneau et al. showed that F0mod produced much better complex-tone pitch discrimination ability, better melody recognition, and better estimations of pitch intervals in cochlear implant users. The results suggest that better incorporation of temporal pitch cues could enhance music perception abilities in cochlear implant recipients.

In a subset of the severely hearing-impaired population with some residual hearing, the combination of acoustic and electric hearing can be used to achieve better music perception than electric hearing alone. A hearing aid can be used in combination with a long-electrode array on the opposite side or with a short-electrode array on the same side to combine acoustic and electric hearing. If some low-frequency residual hearing still exists, the apical hair cells can provide essential low-frequency fine-structure information, improving the ability of these patients to hear music. Also, when some residual hearing is present, use of a hearing aid is sometimes recommended to delay additional nerve atrophy that could result from continued auditory deprivation [58]. Kong et al. demonstrated that melody recognition can be improved as much as 20 to 30 percent when acoustic residual hearing on one aided side is combined with electric hearing on the contralateral side [59]. Gfeller et al. tested “hybrid” patients who used both acoustic hearing and electric hearing in the same ear [60]. Given some residual hearing in the apical region, a short-electrode array was implanted in the basal region combined with a hearing aid for low-frequency hearing. Melody recognition for a group of subjects using the hybrid approach was 40 percent better than for a group with the traditional long-electrode cochlear implant, and without lyrics, performance was 50 percent better. Timbre recognition showed similar results, with the hybrid group identifying instruments about 20 percent more accurately than the electric-only group. While these effects are dramatic, the hybrid group most likely has better nerve survival, given their residual hearing. That is, their hearing loss is not as severe as those without any residual hearing. Even so, the hybrid approach offers excellent opportunities for appropriate candidates. As of January 2008, the hybrid was still in the clinical trial phase.

Rubinstein et al. proposed an innovative approach to sound processing that could be combined with current sound-processing approaches [61]. This processing is based on a physiological model and is known as “conditioning.” The auditory nerve in a deaf ear lies dormant if it receives no input [16,25–26]. The auditory nerve in a normal-hearing ear has spontaneous activity resulting from stochastic
hair cell activity even when it receives no acoustic input [62–63]. This spontaneous activity effectively keeps the nerve ready to fire when an acoustic event activates it. In response to electrical stimulation, the auditory nerve fires with a high degree of synchrony across the spectrum [23–24], causing an extremely limited dynamic range for electric hearing. The normal range of about 120 dB is limited to 10 to 30 dB in electric hearing [22]. By use of a “conditioner,” a low-level, constant amplitude high-rate pulsatile stimulation, “pseudospontaneous” activity can be created in the cat auditory nerve that reduces across-channel synchrony and increases the electric dynamic range [64]. Conditioning has also been shown physiologically to produce temporal firing patterns in electric hearing that are more like those seen in normal hearing [65–67]. While the auditory nerves of implanted humans deteriorate as a result of inactivity and might not respond as predictably as the nerves in the animal studies, conditioning could possibly generate a more normal or more natural nerve response in humans.

Conditioned processing could improve hearing in a number of ways. The increased dynamic range could yield better spectral encoding by providing better resolution in the amplitude domain [68]. Likewise, the temporal envelope might be better defined with improved resolution in the amplitude domain. This could yield better discrimination of pitch via better encoding of the F0 of complex sounds using F0 amplitude modulations. It could also produce better speech discrimination by having an improved resolution of the temporal envelope. Additionally, improved temporal firing patterns could yield better encoding of pitch via temporal mechanisms. Thus, conditioning could produce better pitch and melody recognition.

A Conditioned Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CCIS) processing strategy has been implemented for normal daily wear in about 30 subjects in Leiden, the Netherlands; Iowa City, Iowa; and Seattle, Washington. This processing uses a low-level conditioning stimulus at about 10 percent of the dynamic range in combination with traditional CIS processing [3]. The initial results suggest that this type of processing yields better speech understanding in quiet or in noise in about half the subjects. The implementation of CCIS is, however, limited at present because it can only be implemented with 8 channels on the Advanced Bionics Corporation CII BTE (Behind-The-Ear), whereas nonconditioning strategies using the same device have 16 processing channels. Only five subjects have been tested to date on music perception with the CAMP. While many implantees report that music sounds better with CCIS, only a few have demonstrated objective musical benefit using CCIS. Making an acute comparison of eight-channel CCIS versus eight-channel CIS, two of five participants showed improvement on the timbre test of 17 and 21 percent correct. One participant was actually 16 percent worse on the timbre test using CCIS than using CIS. The remaining two participants had the same performance with both strategies. Only one of the five participants showed improved pitch perception with CCIS. For that person, fundamental frequency difference limens were 2.7 semitones better with CCIS averaged across 4 frequencies. No differences were seen with melody recognition testing. With melodies, all five participants were at or near chance levels regardless of the strategy. Given the current limitation on the quantity of data and the practical limitations in the implementation of CCIS, more research needed to adequately address the effectiveness of conditioning on music perception.

CONCLUSIONS

Electric sound processing approaches are not likely to provide “normal” music perception, but efforts to improve music perception in implantees are of the utmost importance. Improved music perception could have a highly positive impact on the lives of implantees, not only by providing potential enhanced enjoyment of music, but also by improving their overall hearing and improving speech understanding in quiet and in noise. One advantage of electrical stimulation is that it is quite good at delivering one of the most fundamental elements of music: rhythm. Rhythm can provide a sense of musical pleasure to a listener on its own, particularly to those deaf at birth or early in life with no previous experience with melodies. Electrical stimulation, however, lacks the ability to deliver detailed spectral information that helps define the pitch as well as the different colors or timbres of music. Electrical stimulation also lacks the ability to deliver temporal fine-structure, which helps normal-hearing listeners hear exact pitches and segregate the different instruments as well as the tones of a chord. Scientists and engineers will endeavor to improve electrical delivery of these perceptual attributes.
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